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Detection of APC mosaicism by next-generation
sequencing in an FAP patient
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Familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) of the colon is characterized by multiple polyps in the intestine and extra-colonic

manifestations. Most FAP cases are caused by a germline mutation in the tumor-suppressor gene APC, but some cases of

adenomatous polyposis result from germline mutations in MUTYH, POLD1 or POLE. Although sequence analysis of APC by the

Sanger method is routinely performed for genetic testing, there remain cases whose mutations are not detected by the analysis.

Next-generation sequencing has enabled us to analyze the comprehensive human genome, improving the chance of identifying

disease causative variants. In this study, we conducted whole-genome sequencing of a sporadic FAP patient in which we did not

find any pathogenic APC mutations by the conventional Sanger sequencing. Whole-genome sequencing and subsequent deep

sequencing identified a mosaic mutation of c.3175G4T, p.E1059X in ~ 12% of his peripheral leukocytes. Additional deep

sequencing of his buccal mucosa, hair follicles, non-cancerous mucosa of the stomach and colon disclosed that these tissues

harbored the APC mutation at different frequencies. Our data implied that genetic analysis by next-generation sequencing is an

effective strategy to identify genetic mosaicism in hereditary diseases.
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INTRODUCTION

Approximately 5% of colorectal cancer is caused by hereditary tumor
syndromes including Lynch syndrome and familial polyposis of the
colon. Their diagnosis is crucial not only for the treatment of patients,
but also the healthcare of their relatives. Genetic testing is, therefore, of
great importance for the diagnosis and the identification of the
mutation carriers in the relatives.1 Familial adenomatous polyposis
(FAP) is an autosomal-dominant colorectal cancer predisposition
syndrome that accounts for ~ 1% of newly diagnosed colorectal
cancer cases. FAP is characterized by the development of multiple
adenomatous polyps ranging from hundreds to thousands in the large
intestine. A majority of the patients carry a germline mutation in the
tumor-suppressor gene APC (adenomatous polyposis coli), but a small
number of adenomatous polyposis cases are caused by germline
mutations in MUTYH, POLD1 or POLE. Genetic tests are performed
for the screening of APC, but pathogenic mutations are not detected in
some FAP cases by conventional direct sequencing owing to several
reasons; (i) the region of testing is often restricted to 5′-half in the
coding region and does not usually include the 3′-half, promoter
region, or the 5′- or 3′-UTR. (ii) Structural alteration comprising large
deletions/insertions and inversions are hard to identify by the

conventional sequencing method and other testing methods are
required. (iii) Some cases of adenomatous polyposis are caused by
mutations in other genes such as MUTYH, POLD1 and POLE.2,3

(iv) Some FAP cases are caused by somatic mosaicism of APC.4–7

Large-scale genome sequencing, also known as next-generation
sequencing (NGS), is applicable to germline genomic sequencing, as
well as other purposes including sequencing of tumors, sequencing of
mRNA to analyze gene expression (RNA-seq), sequencing of DNA
enriched by chromatin immunoprecipitation to characterize elements
in protein-DNA interactions (ChIP-seq) and others. The entire
genome of an individual can be sequenced in less than 1 week for
5000 to 10 000 dollars.8 Cost reduction, together with advanced
bioinformatics capabilities, have led to increased opportunities for
NGS usage in various clinical applications including the detection of
rare hereditary mutations, individualized therapy, pharmacogenomics,
preconception/prenatal screening and population screening for disease
risk.9,10

Here we show that genetic testing by NGS facilitates to identify
mosaic APC mutations in patients with attenuated polyposis. NGS will
improve genetic diagnosis of hereditary diseases whose mutations have
been overlooked by conventional direct sequencing.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and ethical approval
This project was approved by the ethical committee of Institute of Medical
Science, the University of Tokyo (IMSUT-IRB, 23-18-0929 and 23-19-0929).
Written informed consent was obtained from the patient in this study.

Genetic testing
Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood of the patient according to
the standard phenol extraction/purification procedure. APC coding exons were
amplified with M13-tailed target specific primers, and the PCR products were
sequenced on the Applied Biosystems 3730× l DNA Analyzer (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) using the BigDye Direct Cycle Sequencing Kit
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). The primer sequences used for sequencing are
available on request.

Whole-genome sequencing
We prepared insert libraries of 250–350 bp from 1.0 μg of genomic DNA from
lymphocytes and sequenced them using the HiSeq 2000 platforms with paired-
end reads of 101 bp according to the manufacturer's instructions (Illumina,
San Diego, CA, USA). For the data processing, fastq files were aligned to human
reference sequence (hg19) by BWA11 (ver. 0.5.10) and a bam file was created.
For the detection of variants, we compared the bam file with the reference
sequence by a Bayesian approach. We used a beta non-informative prior for
representing the probability of existence of variant and the posterior distribu-
tion was obtained using the information of observed reads at each candidate
position. We supposed that a random variable 'X' follows the posterior
distribution representing the probability of variant. We used Pr(X⩾ 0.05) as
the score, and regarded the candidate positions whose scores were greater than
0.9 as statistically significant.

Validation of variants detected by NGS
To confirm the mutation, DNA of peripheral blood was amplified indepen-
dently by PCR (KOD-Plus kit, TOYOBO, Osaka, Japan) with a set of primers
encompassing the possible pathogenic mutation, and direct sequence was
performed by the Sanger method. The primer sequences used for amplification
are shown in Supplementary Table 1. To confirm mosaicism, genomic DNA
was extracted from hair follicles, two sites of buccal mucosa, three sites of non-
tumorous stomach mucosa, five sites of non-tumorous colonic mucosa and five
adenomatous polyps from the patient by the standard phenol extraction/
purification procedure. Deep sequencing was carried out using IonPGM
Sequencing 200 kit and Sequencing 400 kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with
libraries of PCR products prepared using Ion Plus Fragment Library Kit
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Variants were identified using the Variant Caller
deployed with Torrent Suite (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

RESULTS

In clinical genetic testing, we encountered a male, 41 years of age, who
suffered from multiple polyps in his large intestine. He earlier visited a
hospital for the secondary screening of his intestine because of occult
blood in his fecal test. Colonoscopy detected o100 adenomatous

polyps in his large intestine and subsequent histological examination
of the polyps diagnosed adenomatosis. As he had no family history of
polyposis or colorectal cancer, he was suspected to be a de novo case of
FAP or a patient of MUTYH-associated polyposis. Direct sequencing
of APC was performed using DNA extracted from his lymphocytes to
examine the 5′-half of the coding region where most of the APC
mutations occur; however, no pathogenic mutations were detected.
Although structural analysis of APC by Multiplex Ligation-dependent
Probe Amplification, or sequencing of MUTYH, POLD and POLE by
the Sanger method were available for the second screening, we
performed whole-genome sequencing to test the usefulness of NGS
in clinical testing.
The average depth of sequence coverage was ~ 26x, and a total of 4.6

million variants were identified in the patient. Because three to four
million variants are generally detected by whole-genome sequencing in
an individual,9 we considered that the number of variants was reason-
able. Among the 4.6 million, 30 501 variants were located in the exonic
regions, and 8 were detected in the exons or splicing regions of APC
(Table 1). Importantly, one of the eight variants was a nonsense
mutation (c.3175G4T p.E1059X) that was determined in 6 of 50 reads
(12%). Although the frequency was much lower than 50%, we
suspected that it may be the causative mutation of his polyposis because
the nonsense mutation truncates the APC protein leading to the loss of
domains involved in β-catenin degradation. We re-sequenced the region
by the Sanger method, and found a low peak of mutant allele compared
with the wild allele in his DNA from peripheral blood. Taken together
with his family history and the number of polyps, we suspected the
possibility of APC mosaicism. The Sanger method is apparently less
sensitive for the detection of mosaicism, compared with NGS
(Figure 1). Notably, NGS identified no deleterious mutation in
MUTYH, POLD1 or POLE (data not shown). The remaining seven
APC variants had been detected in the initial screening.
We further performed a deep sequencing of his DNA isolated form

peripheral blood, hair follicles and two sites of oral mucosa. The
average depth of coverage achieved with amplicon sequencing was
34 699x ranging from 3726 to 87 133. As shown in Table 2,
c.3175G4T mutation was observed in 453 of 3726 reads (12.2%) in
peripheral blood, 3774 of 83 679 (4.5%) in hair follicles, and 2099 of
69 169 (3.0%) and 4860 of 66 557 (7.3%) in buccal mucosa. Because
the patient underwent gastric endoscopy and total colectomy, we also
examined the mutation in three spots of non-tumorous gastric
mucosa, five spots of non-tumorous colonic mucosa and five
adenomatous polyps in the colon. Interestingly, we found different
frequencies of c.3175G4T mutation in non-tumorous gastric
(18.9, 22.7 and 27.7%) and colonic (9.2, 3.4, 12.3, 5.8 and 9.0%)
tissues (Table 2). In addition, the mutation was found at higher
frequencies (32.3, 28.6, 29.8, 32.5 and 24.7%) in the colonic polyps

Table 1 Summary of variations in all APC exons detected by WGS

Type Mutation Protein alteration dbSNP131 Ref (No of reads) Obs (No of reads) Mismatch ratio

Synonymous c.T1458C p.Y486Y rs2229992 T (0) C (75) 1

Synonymous c.G1635A p.A545A rs351771 G (0) A (35) 1

Nonsense c.G3175T p.E1059X — G (44) T (6) 0.12

Synonymous c.G4479A p.T1493T rs41115 G (0) A (55) 1

Synonymous c.G5034A p.G1678G rs42427 G (0) A (67) 1

Synonymous c.T5268G p.S1756S rs866006 T (0) G (43) 1

Non synonymous c.T5465A p.V1822D rs459552 T (0) A (39) 1

Synonymous c.G5880A p.P1960P rs465899 G (0) A (23) 1

Abbreviations: APC, adenomatous polyposis coli; No, number; Obs, observed nucleotide; Ref, reference nucleotide; WGS, whole-genome sequencing.
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than the non-tumorous mucosa (Table 2). These data implied that the
c.3175G4T mutation has a crucial role in the development of
adenoma, and are consistent with the view of a clonal expansion of
cells carrying APC mutation. As the average frequency of APC
mutation in the polyps is ~ 30%, we can estimate that between 50
and 60% of the polyps are composed of tumor cells if loss of
heterozygosity is not involved in the tumorigenesis.

DISCUSSION

In this report, we have shown that NGS is a powerful tool to identify
mosaicism of APC mutation in a patient with polyposis. Although
reports of somatic APC mosaicism are limited, recent studies have
demonstrated that the mosaicism (10–20%) is present in a significant
number of FAP patients harboring de novo germline mutation of
APC.4,6 Therefore, APC mosaicism may have been underestimated

compared with other tumor-suppressor genes such as RB1, TSC1 and
TSC2.12–14

According to the number of polyps and age of onset, FAP is divided
into three clinical subtypes: attenuated (mild), classical (typical) and
severe.15,16 A genotype–phenotype correlation has been well known in
FAP. A recent study confirmed that patients with APC mutations
between codon 1249–1549 certainly developed polyposis at an early
age and exhibited a worse survival. On the other hand, patients with
APC mutations in codon o178 or 312–412 have a later onset of
polyposis and exhibited an improved survival.17 Aretz et al.4 previously
reported eight cases with APC mosaic mutations. Although the eight
mutations were located between codons 216–1464 associated with
classical or severe phenotype, most of the patients exhibited mild
phenotype. As the cells carrying APC mutation are scattered at a lower
frequency in the epithelia of colonic mucosa compared with the
classical FAP, the patients with mosaic mutations likely have a milder

Figure 1 Direct sequencing of the mutant allele (c.3175G4T) in peripheral blood, non-cancerous colonic mucosae and adenomas of the colon. The arrows
indicate the position of mutation. The corresponding results obtained from deep sequencing are shown on the left.
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polyposis phenotype than the expected phenotype based on the site of
the mutation.4,6 In agreement with this notion, our case showed an
attenuated form of polyposis demonstrating less than 100 polyps in
the intestine, although the mutation of APC c.3175G4T, p.E1059X
was reported to exhibit a florid form of adenomatous polyps in the
large intestine at a young age and additional extra-colonic manifesta-
tions (duodenal adenoma and fundic gland polyps) in a FAP patient.18

Application of NGS in genetic testing for patients with polyposis may
increase the frequency of APC mosaicism in cases without familial
history and those with mild phenotype.
After the surveillance of large intestine for eight years, the patient

underwent subtotal colectomy in combination with ileorectal anasto-
mosis because two of four biopsies of the colonic polyps histologically
showed severe atypia. As we were unable to examine the DNA of his
parents, we could not confirm de novo APCmutation in the patient. In
addition, although his children have not been investigated, we should
consider the possibility that germline mosaicism may lead to more
severe phenotypes in the next generation.
On the basis of our result from deep sequencing, the frequency of

the mutant allele was not constant among different types of tissues,
and even in different sections isolated from the same tissue. The
mutant allele was also found to a relatively higher extent in normal
gastric mucosa (18.9–27.7%) compared with that in peripheral blood
(12.2%), hair follicles (4.5%), buccal mucosa (3.0–7.3%) and normal
colonic mucosa (3.4–12.3%). During embryogenesis, a zygote starts
development and forms three germ layers; ectoderm, endoderm and
mesoderm. Peripheral blood originates from mesoderm, hair follicles
and buccal mucosa from ectoderm, and gastric and colonic mucosa
from endoderm. Therefore the mutation should occur before the
separation of these three layers. Although cells carrying the mutation
were delivered into different tissues at different frequencies, we may
assume from the frequencies that the mutation occurred at the
four- or eight-cell stage. As the patient carried the mutation in
non-tumorous gastric mucosa at a relatively high frequency, future
surveillance paying special attention to his stomach is essential because
the relative risk for gastric cancer in FAP patients is higher than the

normal population in Asia.19,20 Interestingly we also found that the
mutation frequency is different at the location even in the same tissue,
suggesting a possibility of intra-organic mosaicism.
Sequencing by the Sanger method is a gold standard of genetic

testing for FAP. However, it is reported that the sensitivity of mutation
by the direct sequence method is ~ 15%.21 Consistent with this data,
we failed to identify the mutation in our initial screening. Although
PTT, DGGE, DHPLC and HRM are also applicable for the initial
screening and may have higher sensitivities compared with Sanger’s
method, they are indirect detection systems and additional confirma-
tory sequencing is essential. In the near future, sequencing by NGS will
replace the screening strategies for polyposis because the cost for NGS
is dramatically decreasing. Previous reports also revealed the effective-
ness of NGS for the detection of mosaic mutations.21,22 Consistently,
our data show that amplicon sequence with NGS is useful for the
quantification of mosaic mutation (Figure 1 and Table 2). We
additionally confirmed the mutation using a different set of primers,
and the degree of mosaicism was comparable to that using the initial
set of primers (data not shown), suggesting that the ratio is not
affected by the set of primers used. Therefore, the amplicon-based
NGS approach is reliable for confirming low-level mutation and
quantifying mosaic mutations. It is of note that the sensitivity of
detection of mosaic mutation by NGS totally depends on the number
of reads. Although we identified the mosaic mutation in 6 out of 50
reads, we might miss the mutation if the depth of reads at the region
was less than 10 or so. Although the sensitivity to identify low levels of
mosaic mutation will be increased by the use a high depth sequence
method such as amplicon sequence or whole-exome sequence, these
methods may overlook structural changes such as translocation and
deletion/amplification of large regions. Therefore, we should take
advantage of the most appropriate method for the detection of
different types of alterations. In addition, it may be possible to analyze
multiple polyps, if available, in the patients, because the tumors are
largely composed of relatively homogeneous cell population, and the
mosaic mutation should be shared in the DNA from the polyps.

Table 2 Frequency of the mutation (c.3175G4T) in various tissues

No of reads

Tissue Subject Frequency (%) Total Ref allele (G) Variant allele (T)

Blood(control) 1 0.0 64489 31 023+ 33386− 6+ 0−

Blood 1 12.2 3726 1705+ 1566− 302+ 151−

Hair follicles 1 4.5 83679 39 527+ 40249− 1918+ 1856−

Buccal mucosa 1 3.0 69169 32 605+ 34368− 1047+ 1052−

2 7.3 66557 30 510+ 31082− 2477+ 2383−

Gastric mucosa 1 18.9 81041 29 167+ 36446− 7025+ 8228−

2 22.7 74101 27 245+ 29871− 8089+ 8654−

3 27.7 84151 27 281+ 33392− 11 009+ 12 284−

Normal coloic mucosa 1 9.2 5149 2419+ 2252− 290+ 182−

2 3.4 4698 2248+ 2291− 83+ 76−

3 12.3 4321 1978+ 1807− 327+ 206−

4 5.8 4514 2226+ 2026− 165+ 96−

5 9.0 4097 2123+ 1602− 267+ 103−

Polyp 1 32.3 4797 1687+ 1557− 1013+ 536−

2 28.6 4543 1883+ 1356− 937+ 362−

3 29.8 4402 1537+ 1551− 841+ 469−

4 32.5 4554 1628+ 1442− 981+ 494−

5 24.7 4166 1581+ 1549− 685+ 344−

+,− indicate strand reads.
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In conclusion, we successfully identified a mosaic mutation in a
patient with a fraction of 12% mutated allele in peripheral blood by
whole-genome sequencing covered at 26x average depth. As muta-
tional mosaicism of the APC gene has relevance to cancer risk, genetic
diagnosis is useful for the decision of surveillance and personalized
treatment of the patients, and may be applied for the pre-symptomatic
diagnosis of their children. These results will accelerate the application
of NGS in clinical settings.
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